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Summary
This 1965 Ford Mustang is in fair running and driving condition with some issues of note. This car is considered to be in fair
driver quality needing some work and is not a show car. This car would be a good candidate for a complete restoration. The
hood, doors, and trunk lid are all slightly misaligned. The rear passenger side of the roof has heavy scu�ng. There are minor
misc nicks and scratches around the vehicle, most of which are too small to see in pics. The repaint quality is poor with all
panels having �sh eyes and dirt in the paint, hard to capture in a photo but easily seen in person. The driver's door seal is torn.
The front center lights are disconnected and the right rear turn signal is not working. The driver's mirror is loose and does not
hold its position. There is paint overspray on the chrome bumpers. I checked the vehicle with a magnet and found it to stick all
around but was weaker in the lower panels. Not excessive. There are some scrapes and dents in the lower rocker panels. There
is some body-rot in the inner trunk to quarter panel wells and will need some metal work. There is paint overspray on the
chrome in various places. The chrome is showing age with fading, scratches, and pitting. The horn does work but the button is
loose. There are minor snags on passenger front lap belt, within normal wear limits, does not affect function or safety. The radio
does not work. The inner door panels show minor wear and separation at the interior handles. The dash lights are not working.
All carpets show stains. The �oor mats are stained. The rear of the headliner is sagging, separating, and stained. There are
minor scratches and gouges in both rear side panels. The interior trim shows normal wear consistent with age and mileage
otherwise. Both front windows show alignment issues, front passenger window is stiff to roll down, rear passenger window
does not work and not fully closed. The wheels are in good condition with no notable damage and the tires are old and dry
rotted and will need immediate replacement. The coolant reservoir is missing the cap. The engine coolant was low. The belt is
showing wear and cracking from age. The power steering system has a leak. The area should be cleaned off and rechecked to
�nd the source of the leak. The power steering �uid is low. The power steering �uid is low. The engine shows active oil leaks.
The engine should be pressure washed off and rechecked to verify the source of the leak or all leaks. The transmission is
leaking �uid to a drip from the underside. This area should be cleaned off to determine the source of the leak. The set screw for
the brake reservoir cover was overtightened, unable to verify �uid level. The rear differential is leaking �uid. All ball joint boots
are cracked or torn. There are several aftermarket chrome pieces installed under the hood. The owner would not allow a test
drive to be completed. Due to this, I spent more time going over the the vehicle. I found the engine to start and run well. The
transmission engaged in both forward and reverse but did seem di�cult to engage in gear and may need clutch work. The
brakes were �rm, and held the vehicle properly. Please see photos and below for more info.
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VEHICLE INFOVEHICLE INFO

Year 1965

Make Ford

Model Mustang

VIN 5R07C126588

Stock No. 6588

Mileage 28272

Transmission Manual

Drive Type Rear Wheel Drive

Engine Size 8 Cylinder

Fuel Type Gas

Exterior Color Red

Interior Color Tan

Interior Material Other

EXTERIOR

Wiper Blades

Body Panel Alignment The hood, doors, and trunk lid are all slightly misaligned.

Scratches The rear passenger side of the roof has heavy scu�ng. There are minor misc nicks
and scratches around the vehicle, most of which are too small to see in pics.

Dings

Dents

Paint Condition The repaint quality is poor with all panels having �sh eyes and dirt in the paint, hard
to capture in a photo but easily seen in person.

Seals The driver's door seal is torn.

Rust

Body Filler Used I checked the vehicle with a magnet and found it to stick all around but was weaker
in the lower panels. Not excessive.

Exterior Lights The front center lights are disconnected and the right rear turn signal is not working.

Power Door Mirrors The driver's mirror is loose and does not hold its position.

Bumpers There is paint overspray on the chrome bumpers.

Underbody/Frame Condition

Glass

Chrome There is paint overspray on the chrome in various places. The chrome is showing
age with fading, scratches, and pitting.
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EXTERIOR

Doors

Hood

Quarter Panels

Rockers There are some scrapes and dents in the lower rocker panels.

Floors

INTERIOR

Steering Wheel

Horn The horn does work but the button is loose.

Seat Condition

Seat Belts There are minor snags on passenger front lap belt, within normal
wear limits, does not affect function or safety.

Radio/Navigation/DVD The radio does not work.

Inner Door Panels The inner door panels show minor wear and separation at the interior
handles.

Window Function Both front windows show alignment issues, front passenger window
is stiff to roll down, rear passenger window does not work and not
fully closed.

Dash

Dash Lights Working The dash lights are not working.

Heater

Carpet All carpets show stains.

Floor Mats The �oor mats are stained.

Signs of Smoking?

Headliner The rear of the headliner is sagging, separating, and stained.

Blower Motor

Instrument Cluster/Gauges

Air Filter

Unusual Odors

Sun Visors

Interior Trim There are minor scratches and gouges in both rear side panels. The
interior trim shows normal wear consistent with age and mileage
otherwise.

Modi�cations There are several aftermarket chrome pieces installed under the
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INTERIOR
hood.

Inner Trunk Condition There is some body-rot in the inner trunk to quarter panel wells and
will need some metal work.

MECHANICAL

Battery Condition

Charging System

Cooling Fan Condition Mechanical/Electronic

Radiator Cap Sealing Properly The coolant reservoir is missing the cap.

Hoses and Clamps Age/Cracking

Radiator Condition

Engine Coolant Condition The engine coolant was low.

Coolant Leaks

Belts The belt is showing wear and cracking from age.

Power Steering System The power steering system has a leak. The area should be cleaned
off and rechecked to �nd the source of the leak.

Power Steering Fluid Condition The power steering �uid is low.

Engine Oil Condition

Engine Oil Leaks The engine shows active oil leaks. The engine should be pressure
washed off and rechecked to verify the source of the leak or all
leaks.

Transmission Fluid Leaks The transmission is leaking �uid to a drip from the underside. This
area should be cleaned off to determine the source of the leak.

Brake System Condition The set screw for the brake reservoir cover was overtightened,
unable to verify �uid level.

Brake Fluid Leaks

Differential leaks The rear differential is leaking �uid.

Mu�er System

Shocks and bushings Condition. Leaking?

Ball Joints and Tie Rods All ball joint boots are cracked or torn.

ROAD TEST

Engine Starting Easily

Braking Performance

Suspension Performance

TIRE MANUFACTURER
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Driver Front BF Goodrich

Passenger Front BF Goodrich

Driver Rear BF Goodrich

Passenger Rear BF Goodrich

TIRE SIZE

Driver Front P215/70/R14

Passenger Front P215/70/R14

Driver Rear P215/70/R14

Passenger Rear P215/70/R14

TIRE CONDITION

Driver Front Dry Rot, Uneven Wear

Passenger Front Dry Rot, Uneven Wear

Driver Rear Dry Rot, Uneven Wear

Passenger Rear Dry Rot, Uneven Wear

WHEEL CONDITION

Driver Front No Issues

Passenger Front No Issues

Driver Rear No Issues

Passenger Rear No Issues

TIRE TREAD

Driver Front 8/32

Passenger Front 8/32

Driver Rear 8/32

Passenger Rear 8/32

SPARE TIRE

Spare Tire Yes or No Yes
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